LAMMERS was interrogated principally with regard to the sabotage activity in Oslo and the report thereon made by TERBOVEN. LAMMERS identified the correspondence between himself and KEITEL with reference to this matter and indicated that the statements made by KEITEL, including hand-written notations, were genuine. LAMMERS also recalled transmitting to ROSENBERG SEYSS-INQUART's report on Holland but did not recall the details of the report.

The documents identified by LAMMERS during the session are as follows: 006 PS; 869 PS; 870 PS; 871 PS; 931 PS; 99s PS; and 997 PS.

In the course of the statements, LAMMERS made further reference to L-221, the memorandum of the conference in July 1941 at which he, along with BORMANN, KEITEL, and others, conferred with HITLER on the Russian situation. This memorandum is the one in which Hitler stated that his intention to retain the occupied areas should not be publically announced. LAMMERS stated that he had no doubt as to the authenticity of the memorandum and stated that he, personally, was not present throughout the entire conference as he was concerned only with the organizational aspects of ROSENBERG's Ministry for the East and was working on the necessary formal papers throughout the early part of the conference during which HITLER made the statements set forth in the memorandum.